ETS TinPlate Tramway Set
Art.No. 50xx
ETS TinPlate Railway, these are the
technical models that are made
according to the real rail vehicles. The
models are reduced to a 1:45 scale
compared to the original and run on
32mm track gauge (Gauge "0").

Operating instructions of ETS TinPlate Railway Tramway Set
The tram set includes the following parts:
ź 1x Tram
ź 1x controller Train controller DC
ź 1x 15V power supply
ź 8x curved track
ź 1x straight track
ź 1x connecting track

Assembly of tracks
The tracks can be assembled into an
oval which consists of two half circles of
curved tracks (4pcs), one straight and one
connecting track.

The tracks have to be assembled on a plane
surface so the track connector and rail can easily
engage with each other, as well as plastic locks
that secure the tracks against disengagement.

Operation
Connect the cable from the connecting track to the Train controller DC as instructed
for this controller. You can regulate and change the direction and ride of the tram by using
the control knob. After a few hours of operation, it is advisable to clean tram tracks and
wheels with a cleaning rag soaked in alcohol.
There is no need to lubricate the tramway, but for smooth driving it is sometimes
advisable to lubricate tracks in curves.
The layout can be supplemented with other track elements (crossings, turnouts ,
straight and curved sections).

The tram set is intended for persons over 14 years of age.
For repairs or spare parts, please contact your dealer or ETS Trains s.r.o.

Examples of possible accessories for this set can be found on the package or on our
website.
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